
ing to take animals right through, Jailer is
one of the highest bulls available for car-
case profitability index at +35, way above
the breed average of +11.

TWYNING ASH FLEMMING
Twyning Ash Flemming is an impressive, easy
calving sire who has been extensively used here in
the UK. Thousands of high value progeny have
been born with tremendous Blue roan calves.
Calves are born lighter at birth but grow and
develop into strong, well muscled young stock
Flemming is a multi-purpose British Blue sire that
is easy to use in any herd looking for quality calves
and finishing stock.

TWYNING ASH HUNTER
Twyning Ash Hunter is the only registered
pedigree son of elite Meadow Quality sire
Twyning Ash Armstrong. Hunter is a superb
young white bull from a reliable easy calving line.
With the first calves now on the ground, Hunter is
proving to be a popular sire for heifers. There is
no wonder why the breeder has tipped him to be
the next Ukulele!

TWYNING ASH JAILER
Twyning Ash Jailer is one of the hottest British
Blue bulls available right now. With an
exceptional score for calving ease, superior
quality of calves and distinctive blue roan mark-
ings, this sire is sure to be an easy
choice for UK farmers. Perfect for farmers
selling calves at 3-4 weeks of age. Jailer is one
of the highest bulls available for carcase profit-
ability index at +35

TWYNING ASH
BLUE ENERGY
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This premium British Blue mix contains 3 prolific sires from the
renowned Twyning Ash stud, all of which are producing top

quality calves and are exceptionally easy calving.

All 3 bulls have substantial 200, 400 and 600 Day growth rates
and are of the highest ranking sires available in the UK.

Twyning Ash Jailer is one of the top bulls on the market for
EBV’s – infact he is so high on his EBV scores he ranks in the
Top 1% of the Top 1% for all Growth Rates and both Pedigree

Index and Carcase Profitability!

BLUE ENERGY CUSTOMERS ARE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS!

‘I have used 60 straws of Blue Energy from Mastergen since
September 2016. I don’t have a sweeper bull on the farm so I

am using this mix as a sweeper option. All problem cows will be
served to this from 3rd service. So far, 13 cows have confirmed
in calf, with another 14 to PD, so if they all hold, my conception
rate on difficult cows, using this mix, will be almost as good as

my 1st service conception rate. I have ordered more Blue
Energy as a consequence of my success so far.’

Mr Paul Hodges, Higher Marsh Farm, Dorset

‘We have found Blue Energy has a 9% better conception rate
compared to the single British Blue semen we were using.’

Nick Pocock, Somerset




